Important information
NOTE FOR FRIDAY EVENING: The room has been rented from 6:00 pm onwards.
Kindly respect that smoking is allowed out on the street only.

Further Informations
Registration is not mandatory.
The chairs are comfortable. Pillows are not available and need to be brought if needed.
The room has no air conditioning.
The PFH is a school. It is located in a residential area and there are only a few accommodations
within walking distance.
In the North of PFH, is the gay party mile (around the Motzstr.). There are a few hotels but it may
get noisy during late evenings.
A better option would be to find something near U-Bahn or S-Bahn station. The U-7 (blue) line runs
frequently (every 5-10 minutes) and has several interchange stations. For directions, kindly note
that the name of the final destination is stated on the train. (on U7 it is Rudow or Spandau).
For more information, journey planner and maps please visit:
https://www.bvg.de/en or https://sbahn.berlin/en/
U- and S-Bahn work quite well. At bus and tram connections, it can come to failures, which should
be planned in to be in time.
Tickets can be purchased at any station at the ticket machine (short distance - 3 stops, one-way
ticket (AB) or for 120 minutes). For Schönefeld Airport you need an ABC to go into town. There are
also 4 strip cards. You need to stamp the tickets (exception: tickets that are issued to S-Bahn
machines) next to the ticket machine (red) boxes, on the bus or in the tram inside).
Suggested Taxi numbers: Funk Taxi Berlin + 49 (0) 30 26 10 26, Taxi Berlin +49 (0) 30 20 20 20
Links for Hotel or a privat room try e.g. via
www.berlin.de/tourismus/unterkunft, tripadviser.de, agoda.com, booking.com, hrs.de,
momondo.de, https: //www.preiswert- uebernachten.de, https://www.ebay-kleinanzeigen.de/sberlin/%C3%BCbernachten/k0l3331 (german language only), http://www.zimmer-inschoeneberg.de/, https://www.ebab.com/Europe/Germany/Berlin is the host) etc. or even
airbnb.com.
Kindly note that Airbnb's offering have sometimes been declined because there is a pronounced
housing shortage in Berlin. Professional private lettings must be registered so that apartments are
not rented permanently as holiday apartments.
The prices are from cheap to high. Since Berlin has to accommodate many tourists, it is advisable to
book as early as possible. However, if you book just before your arrival, you might make a bargain.

